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To: University Faculty Council 
From: Agenda Committee 
Date: October 10, 1995 
 
 

Key  to  the  Strategic  Directions  Charter 
  

Associated with the Big Questions in Circular U4-96 
 

  
 I. Partnerships with the public: 
  
   #3.  Increase access to the university through non-traditional programs and  courses  
   ...develop programs based on the  “in-reach”  principle...    
  

#5.    ...partnerships with public schools, businesses, government, and other external  groups   
  
  #6. Establish a research foundation and increase research collaboration    
      

#25. Create additional sources of revenue through technology transfer and other opportunities  
  
  
 
II.   Promoting student retention and attainment 
  
  #10. Place student learning, intellectual exploration, persistence, and attainment at  the center 

of the  university's missions  
  
  #12. Encourage and support excellence in learning through the use of new technologies and 

traditional teaching methods  
  
            Includes sentence on role of FACET 
  
  #13. Promote honors programs, internships, and other special opportunities for learning  
  
      #14.  Support students  success through student-oriented policies and practices, special tutorial 

programs, and expanded mentoring and advising    
 

Includes paragraphs on remedial instruction and financial aid 
  

#17. Improve the learning environment of campuses by adding student centers,  student housing, and 
child care centers  

  
      #19. Attract and support outstanding graduate and professional students, and  provide guided 

experience in classroom teaching    
 

Includes paragraph on developmental support of teaching by adjunct faculty   
      
  
 
III. Getting more serious about diversity 
  
      #2. Increase access to the university's traditional academic programs for all who are qualified 

by talent and motivation  
  
            Includes paragraph on urging students from under-represented groups to enroll at IU 
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      #15. Ensure that Indiana University reflects the diversity of American society and  supports the 

achievement of minorities in all aspects of university life    
 

#16. Ensure that women are encouraged to enter all academic fields, and are recruited, appointed, and 
retained in all areas of the university    

  
 
 
IV. Centralization versus decentralization:  academic areas 
   

#4. Develop a university-wide associate degree program    
 

#10. ...student learning, [etc.] at center of university's missions    
           

Includes paragraph on GradPact on all campuses; language in earlier draft on transferability dropped 
  
      #11. Prepare a description of the qualities and capabilities that should define a graduate of 

Indiana University  
  
      #18. Increase the connections among campuses, bringing faculty members together  to improve 

teaching and facilitate transferability of credit    
 

#23. Address the issues of centralization and decentralization in academic . . . matters to promote 
flexibility and effective coordination    

  
  
 
V. Defining and rewarding faculty work:  new demands will modify the types of work many  faculty are 

called on to do 
  
  #7. Reconceive the traditional categories of teaching, research, creative work, and service to 

reflect new patterns of faculty effort and measures of excellence    
 

Includes paragraph on faculty evaluation and assessment  
 

Also, a paragraph on adjunct faculty and staff who perform academic work   
      

#12. On development of excellence in teaching methods, including FACET role   
      

#14 Includes language on faculty as student  mentors 
 
 
 
VI. Other faculty governance issues raised in the charter:  How will faculty have a voice  concerning 
  
  #9. Support programs that have national distinction and special importance for the future  
           
  #21. Articulate the mission of each campus and school    
      

#22. Improve assessment in all areas of university life and educate members of the university community 
in the uses of self-assessment    

 
#23. Address the issues of centralization and decentralization in . . . organizational matters to promote 

flexibility and effective coordination  
   

#24. Refine Responsibility Centered Management and inaugurate accounting systems that provide 
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precise data about costs  
  
      #26. Reassess tuition pricing and financial aid policies    
      

#28. Identify and promoted Strategic Educational Units that reflect the excellence of Indiana University 
in distinctive ways  

  
      #29. Develop a comprehensive strategy for marketing the university and undertake rigorous market 
research  
  
      #30. Ensure a consistent system of reporting to the public on the university's success in matters 

central to our missions.  
  
  
 
VII. SDC sections or material  not referred to above 
  

#1. Support the improvement of teaching, service, research, and creative activity    
            

Includes paragraph on supporting the University Libraries   
      

#2. Increase access . . .   
  
            Includes material on recruiting  students of promise  and material on tuition pricing and 
financial aid 
  

#8. Strengthen international programs in teaching and research    
      

#20. Increase the opportunities for alumni to engage in lifelong learning    
      

#27. Study efficient use of human financial resources, and explore new flexible benefits packages for 
employees  

  
  
 
 


